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International law firm BCLP has again been listed among the leading law firms for Real Estate Law

in Germany, with two of our newest German partners recognized in the latest The Legal500

Germany ranking.

BCLP has been pursuing an ambitious strategic growth initiative in Europe, with the firm’s German

office welcoming five new partners over the past year.

Partner Frank Schwem was listed among the "leading names" in Real Estate Finance. Frank has

extensive experience advising banks and borrowers on real estate acquisition financings and

construction project financings, as well as project and acquisition financings, particularly in the

wind farm, energy, pipeline, pulp and paper, and ECA sectors. He also regularly advises clients in the

area of restructuring.

Partner Christian Lonquich was listed among the "names of the next generation" in Real Estate Law.

Christian advises along the entire real estate value chain, which includes transaction and asset

management, as well as financing and restructuring. In addition to his legal work, he regularly

lectures at the International Real Estate Business School and is a lecturer at the Berlin School of

Economics and Law.

The following attorneys also received special mention: Partner Tina Siebenhaar, as practice

manager, and Office Managing Partner Carsten Bremer, Counsel Roland Fabian and Partner Martin

Wilmsen, as core attorneys.
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professional rules of certain jurisdictions. For advertising purposes, St. Louis, Missouri, is designated BCLP’s

principal office and Kathrine Dixon (kathrine.dixon@bclplaw.com) as the responsible attorney.


